Exoskeletons and robotic devices are for many 1 motor disabled people the only way to interact with their envi-2 ronment. Our lab previously developed a gaze guided assistive 3 robotic system for grasping. It is well known that the same 4 natural task can require different interactions described by 5 different dynamical systems that would require different robotic 6 controllers and their selection by the user in a self paced way. 7 Therefore, we investigated different ways to achieve transitions 8 between multiple states, finding that eye blinks were the most 9 reliable to transition from 'off' to 'control' modes (binary 10 classification) compared to voice and electromyography. In this 11 paper be expanded on this work by investigating brain signals 12 as sources for control mode switching. We developed a Brain
I. INTRODUCTION
44 For many severely paralysed users, such as those suffer-45 ing from Spinal Cord Injury, Multiple Sclerosis, Muscular 46 Dystrophy or Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, exoskeletons 47 and robotic devices often constitute the only way to interact 48 meaningfully with their environment. In addition, these nat-49 ural interactions are represented by dynamical systems with 50 different properties whose control can be better achieved by, 51 first identifying the task at hand, and then, providing the 52 best controller for it. However the way in which this can 53 be implemented in a natural and user friendly way remains 54 challenging [1] . Our lab has previously developed a 3D 55 eye-tracking based robotic arm able to assist in reaching 56 movements in the 3D space [2], [3] . In this system the 57 binocular gaze point is used to find the reaching target 58 aimed by the user assisted by the robotic arm and a trigger 59 signal is used to switch between 'off' and 'reaching' modes. 60 Our group previously investigated electromyography (EMG), 61 voice and eye blinking modalities as triggers, finding that 62 blinks were the best performers (0.77 accuracy in ON-OFF 63 classification) [4] . However this control modality might be 64 less accurate for severely paralysed people. As part of our 65 ongoing research we incremented the number of control 66 modes building a brain-computer interface (BCI) for 4-67 way classification, completely independent of any muscular 68 activity. 69 Since our end goal is the development of a user friendly 70 domestic system, we selected a non-invasive approach. In-71 vasive methods remain experimental, exclude considerable 72 number of potential end-users due to costs and medical 73 risks, and require brain surgery and subsequent interventions 74 to manage implanted neurotechnology [1] . On the other 75 hand, non-invasive approaches remain at the forefront of 76 practical deployed neurotechnology for paralysed users, with 77 electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings being the most 78 prominent exponent. To date EEG decoding approaches have 79 been mainly performed as either offline classification chal-80 lenges, or as clinical neuroengineering challenges in closed-81 loop settings with dedicated patients. Furthermore, BCI 82 technology is tailored to very specific tasks, equipment and 83 end-users -and occasionally how studies were controlled for 84 artefacts. This broad range of different approaches hinders 85 the objective comparison across studies and algorithms. In 86 these circumstances the Cybathlon provides with a unique 87 and equal setting for evaluating and proposing different BCI 88 Right bottom corner shows the EEG set up on our pilot. Each avatar correspond to a user competing in the race. Each obstacle is indicated by a different colour: cyan for avatar rotation; magenta for jump; yellow for slide; and grey for 'off' mode. The control is achieved by decoding different mental tasks associated with each desired command. Source: Cybathlon BCI Race 2016.
approaches focusing on end-users requirements, specifically 89 algorithms that work online responding to user's intent 90 in short time. The BrainRunners game (figure 1) for the 91 Cybathlon's BCI-race [5] requires four commands whose 92 decoding accuracy determines the velocity of an avatar facing 93 an equal number of obstacles indicated by a colour, and 94 represents the challenges of any real time4-command control 95 task yet providing an standarised framework for comparison 96 of solutions.
97
Our system is devised to be used by people with a broad 98 spectrum of disabilities. Therefore, rather than fixing the 99 mental activities and create a classifier that would work for 100 those particular activities and EEG features, we chose Con-101 volutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) to find the optimal 102 personalised EEG features for a user. These architectures 103 are known by their capabilities to extract the best features 104 from offline EEG data for particular mental tasks [6] , [7] . 105 We expand on this showing that they are flexible enough to 106 perform online classification of those mental tasks preferred 107 by the user.
108
It is noted that although several approaches have been 109 proposed for BCI-EEG [8] , [9] , [10] , most of them limit 110 to offline analyses. Furthermore, Deep Learning for EEG 111 signals decoding has also been used in [11] , [12] for clinical of electrodes. Second, (2) we exploited topographical and 123 spectral differences of EEG activities related to 8 different 124 mental tasks that one volunteer found easy to perform and 125 found a combination of four rendering better classification 126 accuracies. Finally, based on our results from previous steps 127 (3) we carried out adaptive training. To the best of our 128 knowledge this is the first time a ConvNet has been tested 129 in an online four-way classification task. In [7] a similar 130 approach is taken but the ConvNet used consists of four 131 layers for a binary classification and there is no online testing 132 of the architecture proposed. Our main contribution consists 133 on the design and implementation of a BCI based on an effi-134 cient ConvNet architecture achieving over random accuracies 135 on 4 classes in real use conditions, establishing a baseline 136 for ConvNet based real time BCI implementations within 137 the standarised online control framework of Cybathlon, and 138 bringing the possibility to increase the number of control 139 states a user can switch between in a self paced way only 140 using brain signals.
141
The remaining sections of this paper are organised in par-142 allel to the three stages of our approach. We start describing 143 the general aspects of data acquisition, and the methods to 144 perform the described analysis. Continuing with the results of 145 our proposed approach. And concluding with the discussion 146 of the results and the limitations.
147

II. METHODS
148
EEG data was recorded using a BrainVision ActiCHamp R
149
(v. 1.20.0801) recorder. 64 electrodes were placed using the 150 10-20 system using 'Fpz' as reference. Electrooculogram 151 (EOG) activity was recorded on the right eye to correct 152 for ocular artifacts using independent component analysis 153 (ICA) from the MNE Python toolbox [15] , [16] . ICA ma-154 trices were computed offline and the rows corresponding to 155 EOG components were removed from the matrix. This way 156 the reconstruction of the signal using this modified matrix 157 was used to clean the online generated data, ensuring the 158 algorithm was using only brain activities and not ocular 159 artefacts.
160
The input size to the convolutional layer (CL) depended 161 on the preprocessing method applied to the raw EEG. This 162 preprocessing consisted in the topographical arrangement 163 of the EEG's power spectrum ( Figure 2 ). 129 frequencies 164 spanning from 0 to 250Hz at 1.95Hz intervals were used. 165 For each frequency an image was created by arranging the 166 Non-adaptive (warm colours) and adaptive training (green) strategies. At the beginning of the session EEG activities are recorded during 20 videos. These were used to train the SmallNet and this model was used to play for 11 races. EEG data in playing conditions from the last 5 races were recorded and used to retrain the model to start the adaptive training. After each adaptive training race data was recorded, appended to those 5 races and the model retrained.
3 B) of ConvNets were tested with the intention of finding 186 one able to abstract enough information from our limited 187 set of examples. For each run, the weights were randomly 188 initialised following a uniform distribution within the [-1,1] 189 range. The best resulting architecture was then used to select 206 a combination of four mental tasks providing best classi-207 fication results. The combinations were taken from a set 208 of 8 imageries that the user felt comfortable performing, 209 spanning: motor imageries (right hand, left hand, lips or feet 210 contraction), higher cognitive processes (mental humming 211 and arithmetics) and relax. An experimental paradigm, with 212 screened instructions instead of videos, was used to acquire 213 100 1-second examples per each mental activity and used 214 to train 70 (8-choose-4) models using the best architecture 215 following the same k-fold strategy. The last stage sought to validate and analyse the results 218 in real time conditions and investigate an adaptive online 219 training providing feedback to the user. The importance of 220 this kind of adaptation has been already addressed in [14] .
221
Validation stage. To evaluate the online use the following 222 strategy was devised. First, a recording session of 20 videos, 223 similar to that in the previous section, was used in the same 224 manner to train SmallNet (Fig. 4) . A second session, im-225 mediately after, used that model for online decoding during 226 five races made of 20 pads. Both the race time, and two 227 decoding accuracies were used to analyse the results. One To respect the user friendly design aim and given that 258 there was no best combination in absolute terms (i.e. no 259 combination group was significantly better than all the rest) we let the volunteer choose the one which he felt more 261 comfortable with when playing: RH-feet-relax-music. It still 262 presents some advantages over 3 groups and is not statisti-263 cally different from any combination above it (T A mean = 264 46.85% for the selected group compared to 55.01% for group 265 1 in Table II ). Figure 5 shows the results for the online session. Acc 1 , 268 and acc 2 are the validation accuracies measured as explained 269 in methods, while acc test is the offline test accuracy of 270 the model used to decode during playing conditions (ref. 271 to Figure 4 for training strategy).
272
Several tests were carried out analysing aspects related to 273 the online function. First, no differences existed between the 274 two methods to measure accuracies: acc 1 and acc 2 .
275
In terms of accuracy there is no differences between the 276 adaptive and the non-adaptive training. Indeed both accura-277 cies yielded by both strategies (adaptive and non-adaptive) 278 correlate similarly to the time invested on each race. Their 279 Pearson's coefficients (accuracy, time) being, −0.385 and 280 −0.388 respectively, thus both carrying a similar reduction 281 in time when accuracy is increased ( Figure 6 ).
282
However, the online training predicted the online be-283 haviour much better than the offline one. While test ac-284 curacies for adaptive training (acc test = 0.476) were not 285 significantly different to those achieved online, the accuracies 286 achieved during offline training were systematically higher 287 than those achieved in using the offline trained model in real 288 time (p = 7.14 · 10 −5 ). This is a crucial aspect defending We have showed the capabilities of an efficient ConvNet 295 (SmallNet) to distinguish among four different brain activ-296 ities in a single example basis, achieving significant over 297 random accuracies (> 25%). We tested variations departing 298 from a very simple ConvNet architecture in order to find if 299 the increase in computing complexity could led to higher 300 accuracies. For our particular setup and dataset we found 301 that SmallNet, being the simplest model, provided similar 302 accuracies than more complex ones justifying its use.
303
Training ConvNets depends very much on the initialisation 304 when data is scarce. We run several times the same training 305 in order to get estimates of the variability and found that the and reduce the time that the user needs to invest prior to the 332 use of the system. In our case we finally considered that our 333 choice was good given its simplicity and low computational 334 demands, but others should be further studied.
335
C. Adaptive training validation -Stage 3 336 We validated the system using the volunteer preferred 337 imageries (RH-feet-relax-music in the top-19). In particu-338 lar we found that adaptive test accuracies offered a more 339 reliable prediction of validation accuracies during playing. 340 A reasonable explanation for this is that adaptive training 341 uses EEG brain activity collected in playing conditions, the 342 same that are present when the model is used to decode. 343 Conversely, training the model with videos EEG recordings 344 yielded better test accuracies in data sets with more examples 345 but less representative of the brain activity during actual 346 playing. We demonstrated that for a ConvNet based BCI, 347 adaptive training can achieve same performance as offline 348 training while engaging the participant since the beginning. 349 To this respect, one of our main concerns is the rele-350 vance of the ICA matrix along time. For online playing 351 we computed it only once at the beginning. Therefore we 352 consider that how good this ICA matrix is at correcting eye 353 artifacts may change along time and not be as representative 354 for future eye activity sources as time passes. A possible 355 solution would be to recompute it after each race in the 356 adaptive training just before training the model. However, 357 differences in convergences of the matrices across races may 358 introduce some differential distortions in the back projected 359 data that hinder the ability of the network to effectively learn. 360 Finally, as more races are used in the adaptive training more 361 examples are available for the net to learn and more time 362 the training takes. Shorter set-ups are important for domestic 363 and user friendly implementations. We consider relevant to 364 study the effect of limiting the number of examples to train 365 the network to stablish a limit in training time after each 366 race. Another concern is the stability of the model along 367 races. Although overall performance is good from race to 368 race there is variation in accuracies across races. We think 369 it is important to understand how models can be transferred 370 from one race to another and find if the variations are caused 371 by user changes in focus rather than model or recording 372 instabilities. Finally and as previously mentioned, our major 373 concern relates to how offline results can be translated to 374 online ones. Our offline analyses gave us some clues about 375 what architecture and mental task to use but testing all 376 combination online would be impractical which supports the 377 idea of letting the user choose among the top performer 378 combinations. Our online results for 4 classes are comparable 379 to those reported in [20] where only half the participants 380 achieved around 65% of accuracy in a more time-locked 381 experiment compared to our user-driven real timeset. In [21] 382 using a real time binary BCI the drop in online accuracy 383 compared to offline was ∼ 16% in average compared to 384 29.9% for our non-adaptive training and 8.8% for adaptive 385 which situate in the margins of the first figure, showing that 386 the drop in accuracy is somewhat generalisable.
387
V. CONCLUSION
388
In a context where a consistent and standard benchmark 389 for testing is lacking we have presented a rational approach 390 to the design and implementation of a BCI fulfilling the real 391 time control requirements. We identified two usual weak-392 nesses in BCI and DL as decoding technique: (1) in most 393 BCI conceptions users performance evoking a richer range of 394 brain signals is only summarily considered; and (2) in general 395 most research involving DL focus on offline evaluations of decoding accuracy, leading to complex architectures whose 397 impact in real life conditions is rarely discussed. We took 398 these improvement opportunities to design an experimental 399 protocol based on a ConvNets selected by its simplicity and 400 the low computing resources it required so that it could be 401 used in real time and would not require long setup times.
402
In particular, we showed that more complex architectures 403 did not provide any advantage in terms of accuracy which 404 may suggest that our approach is limited by the number of 405 examples and thus more complex architectures do not offer 406 an advantage.
